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Solutions for
Home and Garden

Wellness Zone
… Welcome Home!
What if you can upgrade your home into the perfect
oasis?
BEWA designs contemporary saunas and swimming
pools that are certified with the highest quality. Each
product is carefully crafted from durable and
sustainable concrete materials, so you can enjoy your
relaxation time and the outdoor environment in pure
harmony.
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With high functionality, easy configuration and quick
assembly, BEWA products are the right solution to
creating the ideal outdoor oasis and wellness
experience for B2B and individual clients around
Europe.
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Garden Saunas
The garden of calm.
Imagine walking into your garden just to enjoy the
unique soothing outdoor space...
BEWA’s prefabricated saunas are the right way to slow
down and rejuvenate after a long day. Whether you’re
at a seaside resort, mountain villa or right in your
garden, the remarkable modern designs add a touch
of tranquility to your space.

Sauna Helsinki
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Sauna Lund

Sauna Bergen
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Control Panel
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Cedar

Caucasian Fir

Siberian Spruce

Configure your sauna
Create a sustainable one-of-a-kind sauna that fits your lifestyle and space.

••
••
••

••
••
••

Adjust the interior to your needs with custom finishings, equipments, add-ons, and
other exterior decorative elements.
Plan the size of your sauna with modular elements that match your needs.
All BEWA’s saunas come with 25 years concrete structure guarantee.

The sauna’s interior is trimmed with 2cm wooden plank.
Choose from a variety of wood finishings such as Cedar, Caucasian Fir, Siberian Spruce and
more.
You can also add an easily accessible digital control panel that tracks temperature, humidity,
and other elements in the sauna.
wellness zone
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Sauna Helsinki
Sauna Helsinki
This horizontal barrel-shaped sauna is crafted from sustainable architectural concrete, which is
complemented by wooden and glass elements.
The sauna has a high-quality thermal insulation and ultra-modern design that evenly regulates
the heat flow in the room. This creates a relaxing atmosphere to slowly melt your stress away.
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Area

Area

Technical data
Sample* Sauna Dimensions
Diameter (outside)
Diameter (inside)
Total length from

290 cm
250 cm
309 cm

*The length of the sauna can be extended depending on modular specifications.
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Sauna Lund
This cuboid-shaped garden sauna is also made from high-quality sustainable architectural
concrete and features a large panoramic glazed window on the front wall. The width of the sauna is
fully modular and can be expanded accordingly to your needs. This modern sauna style is crafted
to give you the best view from any seat in the room while you relax
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Area
Area

Technical data
Sample* Sauna Dimensions
Length (Outside)
Width (Outside)
Height (Outside)

690 cm
310 cm
335 cm

*The length of the sauna can be extended depending on modular specifications.
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Sauna Bergen
This is the sauna you need when you want to slow down and commune with nature.
Crafted with sustainable concrete and well-insulated glazed windows, this cuboid-shaped sauna
has a simple, modern design that is spacious with a bright interior. Sauna Bergen can also be
configured to different shapes (L-shape, U-shape, etc.) depending on the space and your
requirements. The large windows not only conserve and regulate the flow of heat in the sauna,
they also give you an amazing view of the surroundings.
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Area
Area

Technical data
Sample* Sauna Dimensions
Length (Outside)
Width (Outside)
Height (Outside)

560 cm
280 cm
260 cm

*The length of the sauna can be extended depending on modular specifications.
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Modular Swimming Pool Basins
Your Personal Oasis
Constructing swimming pools with prefabricated pool basins makes the process faster and easier for
clients. Since each piece is produced in a specialised factory, this means the individual pool can be easily
assembled, quickly installed, lasts longer and customised for any space.
This prefabricated technology is steadily becoming popular around the world as a modern and efficient
solution to backyard bliss.
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Extended Swimming Pool Basin
More space means more room for more swimming pool; so turn every extra centimetre into your personal
oasis! Take your pool to the next level by adding more units to your space. With BEWA’s prefabricated
modular swimming pools, you can easily modify or create a pool that suits your home.
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View from the top

Side

Front

Technical data
Sample* Swimming Pool Basin Dimensions
Length (Outside)
Width (Outside)
Height (Outside)

690 cm
310 cm
175 cm

*The length of the swimming pool basin can be modified depending on modular specifications.
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Extended Swimming Pool Basin
More space means more room for more swimming pool; so turn every extra centimetre into your personal
oasis! Take your pool to the next level by adding more units to your space. With BEWA’s prefabricated
modular swimming pools, you can easily modify or create a pool that suits your home.
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View from the top

Side

Front

Technical data
Sample* Swimming Pool Basin Dimensions
Length (Outside)
Width (Outside)
Height (Outside)

690 cm
656 cm
175 cm

*The length of the swimming pool basin can be modified depending on modular specifications.
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Discover more BEWA products

A Modern Way to Live.
Modular prefabricated houses are
a sustainable solution to creating
spaces.
These
houses
guarantee
short construction time and low cost
of maintenance without having to
compromise on personal style and taste.
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HOUSE UTILITY
SOLUTIONS

Wine cellar Piwniczka na wino

Exterior cellar Piwnice zewnętrzna

Garden arbor Altana ogrodowa

Waste container housing Obudowa pojemnika na odpady

The information and images included in the catalogue are only a model representation of the technical and architectural possibilities and
potential of the system of prefabricated saunas and swimming pools. Due to the development of the concept, it is possible that the products
shown in this catalogue will be modified.
All solutions are protected and subject to the Patent Office of the Republic of Poland and of the EU. The information contained in the
catalogue does not constitute a commercial offer according to the art. 66 par. 1 K.C.
Informacje i obrazy w katalogu stanowią jedynie modelowe przedstawienie potencjału oraz możliwości technicznych i architektonicznych
systemu prefabrykowanych saun i basenów. Ze względu na rozwój koncepcji dopuszcza się możliwość modyfikacji w zawartych w katalogu
produktach.
Rozwiązania chronione i zastrzeżeniem w Urzędzie Patentowym RP oraz UE. Informacje zawarte w katalogu się stanowią oferty handlowej
w rozumieniu art. 66 par. 1 K.C.
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About BEWA
Established in 1993, BEWA is a Polish enterprise that started out
manufacturing minor concrete elements. In 1995, the company
began specialising in manufacturing devices that purify rainwater,
process water, and pre-treat domestic sewage.
Over time, we gained recognition for our outstanding products and
services, which led to the systematic expansion of multiple outlets
and the brand’s dynamic growth. Currently, BEWA is well-known
across both domestic and foreign markets.
Today, BEWA’s operation has expanded with products in the Home
& Garden portfolio, which are targeted at diverse customers: from
individuals to developers and housing communities. Whether big or
small, BEWA products serve everyone and we approach each order
with technical knowledge that gives our clients the right solutions
they need.
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For almost 30 years, BEWA
has been manufacturing
precast concrete systems
and modular elements.
Today, the BEWA portfolio
continues to grow for you.

wellness zone
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BEWA Spółka z o. o. Spółka Komandytowa
Wiechlice
ul. Przemysłowa 16
67-300 Szprotawa
Poland
+ 48 68 376 77 33

bewa@bewa.com.pl

/BEWA.PrefabrykowaneSystemyBetonowe
/domyspine

